B DEPTH DEPTH ***************** 12934 data cards not shown here ***************** CfFINIS DSN=GL000145 84-628. CHUNG, Y. (1984 F F F F F F F F F F ***************** 63 data cards not shown here ***************** CSFINIS DSN=GL000146 -8 -GL000146 82  117869  83  107862  84  98828  85  99143  86  102149  87  92037  88  87352  89  83694  90  91553  91  95079 -9 -GL000147 #**************** 894 data cards not shown here ***************** CSFINIS DSN=GL000147
POSSIBLE FLUID-PHASE PRECURSORS TO EARTHQUAKES" IN SUMMARIES OF TECHNICAL REPORTS, VOLUME XVIII, NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION PROGRAM, JUNE 1984, U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OPEN-FILE REPORT
-10 -GLCCC147 (1984) . 3.16 F data cards not shown here ***************** C*ABSTRACT C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* PREFERENCE C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* data cards not shown here ***************** -20 -GL000200 C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* 'S3N02 iinVd OiNIOVr NVS dNV SV33dNV NVS 9N01V S113M NI S13A31 ^31VM =31111*3 UinVd 01NI3VT NVS JllOVd SV3^dNV NVS 'S13A31 <d31VM 'dMA3)i*3 610V 6S81Z-i000-80-*I *3 iM 0*911 'M Z*8ll ^N S**£ -N !*££ iQ£60t?86l U0*0*861 :VHdlV*3 i)i303H3iIH 'V *S iJiVWVI *A T idl3IdIJJ3W *W "d f: (1985) . "CENTRAL ALEUTIAN C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C*FORMAT C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* 1 1 1 ***************** 324 data cards not shown here ***************** CSFINIS DSN=GL000203 -25 -GL000203 01 85 ***************** CtFINIS DSN=GL000204 -27 -GL000204 C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C*FORMAT: STANDARD HYP071 PHASE CARD FORMAT AS FOLLOWS: C* ITEM EXPLANATION STNAME STATION NAME P-ONSET "P" TO DENOTE P-ARRIVAL STATION NAME DURATION (SEC) f P* TO DENOTE P-ARRIVAL P-ONSET P FIRST MOTION P-ARRIVAL TIME (SEC) P-WEIGHT PRECISION OF P-TIME P-RESIDUAL S 1 TO DENOTE S-ARRIVAL S-ARRIVAL TIME S-WEIGHT PRECISION OF S-TIME S-RESIDUAL PHASE CARDS WITH STATION NAME ONLY INDICATE TRACES THAT WERE SAVED, C* COMMENT CARD FORMAT: .07-0.49 ***************** 20282 data cards not shown here ***************** CSFINIS DSN=GL000206 -32 -GL000206 *************************** See previous format from dataset GL000206 ************************** cards not shown here ***************** DSN=GL000207 217.35 0.0 ***************** 2562 data cards not shown here ***************** CSFINIS DSN=GL000209 -6£ - 
ISLANDS SEISMIC NETWORK," IN SUMMARIES OF TECHNICAL REPORTS, VOLUME XX, NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION PROGRAM
C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* SI E, U ALLEN S H 0 HUTTO « G T C*FORMAT: C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* C* CC* COLUMN FORMAT C* 1 A1 C* 2-80 A79 C* C* DEAD STATION CARD FORMAT: C* COLUMN FORMAT ITEM C« 1 A1 'D' ITEM C* OR 'C COMMENTS, INCLUDING OBSERVATIONS OF TIME CODE -31 - GL00020< C* 3-80 20A4 LIST OF DEAD STATIONS CSEND--------------------------------------------------------------------------- AR8404242115
